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Introduction of wire scanner

- Wire scanner is a common device for beam profile measurement.
- Using three or more wire scanners, beam emittance can be measured online.
Introduction of wire scanner

- In the measurement, a gold plated wire is moved across the beam transversely and gamma-ray photons, and secondary-electron, which are caused by the interaction between beam and wire, are observed by a detector (Photomultiplier Tube with scintillator on head). Recording position of wire and signal from detector and then fitting them with Gaussian shape, we can obtain beam size.
Introduction of wire scanner

- the control system functions are:
  - Data-Acquisition: the position of the wire and the amplifier of the Photomultiplier Tube (PMT) detector.
  - Motion control: controlling the step motor move into and out of the beam.
  - Set Voltage of PMT detector.
The control of wire scanner

- The control system of the wire scanner adopts client/server architecture.
The control of wire scanner

- The controller NI-PXI 8195, Intel Celeron 1.5G.
- The controller runs Windows as operating system and LabVIEW as programming enviroment.
- Build an IOC combined a Share Memory Interface on PXI controller.

The schema of wire scanner
The control of wire scanner

- the software architecture of local controller
  - Three components: a dynamic link library (DLL), IOC device support and labVIEW applications.
  - Data is shared equally between applications.
  - DLL supports reading and writing of data and also the event handling.
The control of wire scanner

- The program in local machine is developed in LabVIEW. It contains three subprograms. The initial program, motor control and DAQ.
- The program in local machine is transparent to high level application and only operators can modify the program in local station.
The control of wire scanner

- The initial program
  - Generate database file.
  - Start IOC and interrupt monitor.
The control of wire scanner

• The motor control panel of local controller.

  control panel for step motor

  - Board ID: 1
  - Axis: Axis 1
  - Target Position: 0
  - Position Mode: Absolute
  - Velocity: 10000
  - Acceleration: 10000
  - Current Position:
    - 0.00
    - 50000.00
    - 100000.00
    - 150000.00

• Set parameter for motor. Such as velocity, target position, etc.
The control of wire scanner

- The Data-Acquisition in local controller.
- Set parameter for DAC.
The control of wire scanner

• Scanning
  LBI:WS:Stepper_start . if the value is “1”, the wire scanning and DAQ starts.

• In the processing, if there is an interrupt, the motor returns to initial position and DAQ stop.
The control of wire scanner

• High level application is developed in SAD.
  ✔ HLA runs on the sever station.
  ✔ Remote control panel. Start/stop/pause a scanning; apply high voltage to PMT detector.
  ✔ Data process. Fit the data with Gaussian and calculate the beam size.
Display of fitted positron beam profile (raw data is green point, fitted data is blue line)
Display of fitted electron beam profile (raw data is green point, fitted data is blue line)
The preliminary measurements of the beam transverse size show that the system performed well.

We are planning to install more wire scanners for measuring beam emittance online.
Thanks for your attention!
Any question ??